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By using the operators + to obtain estimates for certain averaging operators A , we are able to show that the indices (rf, 77) coincide with the Boyd indices (a., /3). As a consequence, we obtain a Marcinkiewicz-type interpolation theorem for rearrangement-invariant spaces on the circle. 
This last property exhibits the "dilation" behavior of <I> .
The usual dilation operators E , 0 < s < o», for the line are defined by (3.3) (EJ)(t) = f(st), -oo<r<<x,.
. n "ft / • Ñ Since, under the usual mapping el -► z'(l -el )/(l + el ) of the circle onto the (extended) real line, $ corresponds to E , s = (l + r)/(l -r), it is perhaps not surprising that <$ can be used in many situations for the circle where E would be used for the line.
In the next proposition we list without proof some simple properties of the operators <$ . For each r, -1 < r < 1, P will denote the Poisson kernel PriO) = (1 -r2)/(l -2r cos 6 + r2), eiB £ T. Proof. First, let us establish (3.7) when / is the characteristic function x of some measurable subset E of T. Denote by E the set of points where x > 0. Clearly t?z(E) = m(E ). Now using a change of variable as in (3.5) we have m\6: ($rX)(0)>Ol= fTi<&rx)id)dmid)= fT X i<f>T iei0))dm (6) = fT x(0P_f(«V«(i) = fE P_it)dt hard to see (via the montone convergence theorem, for instance) that /" Î /H and hence that SHi/*) Î <&f(/#). In exactly the same way, 1$,/ ! is a sequence of simple functions converging a.e. to $ / and so ($ /)"!($ f)" a.e. Hence by (3.8),
(<Dr/r= lim i<S>TfnY < lim *'(/*) = $(/").
Finally the restriction that / be nonnegative is removed by observing that f = Now let us consider the action of $r on various rearrangement-invariant spaces. When $r is a bounded operator from a Banach space X into itself we shall denote by oAr) the operator norm of <£ ; when X = L^, I < p < <x, we shall write a (r) fot a,p(r). That <f does not exceed 1 is immediate from (3.11) and (3.12). ; the factor %(l + cos) is built in simply to provide / with a "zero" at the point e' = -1.
When f isa bounded operator on a Banach space X into itself we denote by pAr) the operator norm of W ; hete again we write pAr) fot p pir).
Our main objective (Theorem 4.5) in this section is to show that the indices Ç, r] can be defined in terms of pAx) without reference to the associate space. Thus, (4.6) and (4.7) together show that Wrf\\l<^~r)/il + r))P).li-r)\\f\\j., f £ X, which, in turn, proves that (4.8) p (r) < ((1 -r)/(l + r))ps ,(-r), -1< r < 1.
Replacing X by X ' and r by -r in (4.8) we find that p j(( -r) < ((1 + r)/(l -r))
• pjf), and this estimate, together with (4.8), yields the desired result (4.5). The proof of Proposition 4.2 (and hence of 4.1 (a)) is now complete.
Our next two results illustrate the effect of the factor ]4il + cos) occurring in the definition (4.1) of f : When 0 < r < 1, W is always a contraction but, when -1 < r < 0, W has the same "rate of growth" as $ . We now use the fact that e > 0 is arbitrary and (4.9) is established.
A similar argument is used to prove (4.10).
Observe that ¥rW_r/] = ^(1 + cos) • /*r0áÜ + cos)). Proof. The equation (4.14) follows from (3.12) and (4. 11), and (4.15) is immediate from (3.14), (4.5) and (4.14). In view of (3.15), to establish (4.16) we need only show that 7/ < /;; this follows directly from (4.10). Finally, the equalities (4.17) are consequences of the definition (3.14). Proof. When 0 < t < rr/2, we have from (5.1) (Ayf)(t) = (tan t/2)~y J^ (tan 0/2 P"1/(0W0. 
Mr/llj<
Hence, to prove the theorem, we need only show that (5.5) PQ(l-r)-y-lp^(-r)dr<^. Now rf < y by hypothesis and so, for some sufficiently small e > 0, we also have f + t < y. But in view of (4.14), there exists R = R(c), 0 < R < 1, such that whenever R < r < 1, log Pj(-r) < (£+ e)log ((1 + r)/(l -r)), 
